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ABSTRACT 
 
The study of protein structures and conformational changes, according to the cell’s 

physiological state, is fundamental to major biotechnological advances such as the 

development of pharmaceutical drugs. X-ray diffraction and nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR), the gold standards for structural analysis, present limitations such 

as: X-ray diffraction requiring the formation of a crystal, which is not always possible, 

and then requiring the crystal to efficiently diffract; NMR being limited to “small” protein 

complex; and both methods requiring milligrams of purified protein, and being usually 

limited to the most abundant conformer in the mixture. To overcome these issues, 

chemical cross-linking coupled with mass spectrometry (XL-MS) emerges as a 

prominent method for generating structural data by covalently stabilizing a protein 

system with cross-linkers. Subsequently, the system is digested, and the covalently 

linked peptides can be identified by mass spectrometry with SIM-XL, a tool developed 

by our group. We recently observed the existence of many cross-links not satisfying 

distance constraints according to crystal counterparts. We postulate these cross-links 

originate from other conformers in the same sample. Our goal was to provide a method 

that sheds light on different structures of conformers by referring to systems exposed 

to different biological conditions, analysing the contents with cross-linking mass 

spectrometry, and providing a software to enable the quality control and assessment 

of the dataset generated and interpretation of these experiments. To achieve this, we 

used the 90kDa heat shock protein (HSP90) as a study model under four biological 

conditions and relied on applying unsupervised clustering on extracted-ion 

chromatograms (XIC) of identified cross-linked peptides to enable characterization of 

the different conformers; we emphasize this approach is completely new.  

 

Keywords: cross-linking; mass spectrometry; conformer; quantification; bioinformatics. 
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RESUMO 
 
O estudo de estruturas de proteínas e suas mudanças conformacionais, de acordo 

com o estado fisiológico da célula, é fundamental para avanços biotecnológicos como 

o desenvolvimento de novos fármacos. As metodologias de difração em raio-X e a de 

ressonância magnética nuclear (RMN), os padrões ouro para análises estruturais, 

apresentam várias limitações como: na técnica de raio-X, a necessidade de formação 

de um cristal que difrate com eficiência, o que nem sempre é possível; RMN sendo 

limitada a “pequenos” complexos proteicos; e os dois métodos requerendo miligramas 

de proteína purificada, sendo as técnicas geralmente limitadas ao confôrmero mais 

abundante na solução. Para contornar esses problemas, a técnica de cross-

linking químico associado a espectrometria de massas (XL-MS) emergiu como uma 

metodologia de alto potencial, utilizando a estabilização de sistemas proteicos usando 

agentes de cross-linking (chamados de cross-linkers) na geração de dados 

estruturais. Brevemente, o sistema proteico é digerido, um cross-linker é introduzido 

na mistura e os peptídeos ligados covalentemente podem ser identificados usando 

dados de espectrometria de massas no software SIM-XL, uma ferramenta de busca 

desenvolvida pelo nosso grupo. Recentemente, nós observamos a existência de 

muitos cross-links identificados com confiança que não satisfazem restrições 

espaciais de acordo com estruturas cristalográficas homólogas presentes na literatura. 

Nós levantamos a hipótese de que tais cross-links originam de outros confôrmeros 

presentes na mesma amostra. Neste trabalho desenvolvemos um método para ajudar 

na elucidação de diferentes estruturas de confôrmeros ao expor sistemas proteicos à 

diferentes condições biológicas, analisá-los por XL-MS, e fornecer um software capaz 

de fazer avalições de controle de qualidade do experimento e interpretar 

quantitativamente os dados gerados. Para alcançar esses objetivos, usamos a 

proteína HSP90 como um modelo de estudo sob quatro condições biológicas, e 

aplicamos um algoritmo de agrupamento não-supervisionado em resultados de 

cromatogramas de íon extraído (XIC) dos cross-links identificados para possibilitar a 

caracterização de diferentes confôrmeros. 

 

Palavras-chave: cross-linking; espectrometria de massas; confôrmero; quantificação; 

bioinformática. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Protein Structures and Conformations 
Proteins are biological macromolecules connected with several biological 

processes, and as such, are a widely researched field of study. Their functions are 

dictated by their structures, which can be understood as having multiple levels of 

organization, referred to as primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary structures [1] 

(Figure 1-1). The primary structure is the protein’s sequential arrangement of peptide-

bond connected amino acids. These sequences have an important part in protein three 

dimensional folding, making the knowledge of the amino acids sequence of utmost 

importance in structure studies [2].   

Secondary structures refer to the local conformations of polypeptide chains that will 

compose the entire protein structure, such as helices, sheets, turns, and loops. These 

conformations will be determined according to the interactions between side chains of 

amino acids, especially due to hydrogen bonds. The most common secondary 

structures are alpha helices and beta sheets, but other local conformations can also 

be observed [1,3].  

The combination of all secondary conformations into a stable structure form the 

protein tertiary or 3D structure. While secondary structures represent interactions 

between nearby amino acids, tertiary structures are established by bonds, namely 

hydrogen bonds and disulfide bridges, between spaced out amino acids [1,3]. These 

3D arrangements can interact between one another, creating quaternary structures. 

The majority of proteins is composed of these interacting domains, most of them being 

dimers, that is, two interacting structures [3].  

 
Figure 1-1 – Protein structures. Illustration of the organization levels of proteins, from primary to 
quaternary. Image Source: Adapted from [1]. 
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The tertiary structure of a protein is of particular interest, as the folding of its chains 

is directly connected to protein function. A small change in the conformation can render 

a loss in the biological function [4]. 

A protein’s conformation is also tightly related to its interaction with other proteins. 

Most protein tasks, such as catalysis, synthesis and degradation of molecules, and 

transportation are not performed by a single protein, but by a network of inter-protein 

interactions [5]. Since a slight conformational change can disrupt a whole protein 

pathway, the understanding of such dynamics is of utmost importance. 

Proteins are found in various conformations according to the cell’s physiological 

state. They exist in different structures in a chemical equilibrium, that is, at any given 

time several conformers may be present in different quantities [6]. The existence of 

these conformational possibilities within a single sample gives rise to several data 

analysis challenges as when comparing, say, a control versus diseased state. 

While studying protein structures promotes an understanding of their biological 

activities and is key to solving many challenges, such as drug design, there is still much 

ground to cover. Public databases statistics provides a view of how much there is to 

be done; there are around 175 million sequences deposited in UniProt [7], and close 

to 160 thousand structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [8], that is, fewer 

than 0.1% of all sequences had their structures determined. Of course, many 

sequences are still putative or simply not of current biotechnological interest (or are 

still waiting to have their biotechnological interest discovered), but one of the main 

reasons for this enormous difference in numbers is the technology available for 

studying protein structures. The equipment available for protein sequence generation, 

be it from DNA or from protein samples, can generate more information in less time 

than it takes to analyse structures [9].  

One of the aims of shotgun proteomics is to identify and quantify the proteins found 

in complex samples such as tissues and biological fluids. Nevertheless, no structural 

information is provided. To date, the use of methods such as X-ray diffraction and 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), the gold standards for structural analysis, is not 

always feasible, for instance, in X-ray experiments, proteins and complexes may 

produce crystals with poor diffraction or may not crystallize at all. Even then, only the 

most abundant conformer in the sample is likely to crystallize, leaving precious 

structural data of other conformational changes in the dark. Moreover, the size of a 

protein complex is a well-known limitation for NMR experiments. Lastly, both methods 
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require a considerable amount (milligrams) of purified proteins which is not always 

achievable [4,10].  

To overcome the aforementioned challenges, complementary techniques emerged 

such as chemical cross-linking coupled with mass spectrometry (XL-MS) [11,12].  XL-

MS requires far less sample at lower purity requirements, has a simpler protocol and 

needs an equipment which does not need to be dedicated exclusively to such 

experiments [13]. Notwithstanding, XL-ML has been able to provide essential structural 

information in previous studies, including shedding light on inaccuracies in crystal-

derived structures [14], and even full-scale modeling of the structure from a pool of 

select cross-links. Such methodology is the one used in this project and will be further 

detailed in the next section.   

 

1.2 Cross-linking Mass Spectrometry (XL-MS) 
In our proposed approach, solutions containing the protein/complex under different 

conditions are covalently stabilized in a reaction with a cross-linker followed by 

enzymatic digestion. This allows for covalently linked peptides to be identified via 

tandem mass spectrometry (MS2 or MS/MS) (Figure 1-2). The identified cross-linked 

peptides provide several spatial constraints that reveal important structural information, 

such as protein folding, topology of complexes, and the interaction region between 

proteins, among others [12,15]. 

 

 
Figure 1-2 – XL-MS. General workflow of a cross-linking mass spectrometry experiment. Image Source: 
Adapted from [16].  
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1.2.1 Cross-linking (XL) 
Cross-linking consists of creating a bridge-like structure between two molecules, 

achieved through a third, known molecule, called a cross-linker, that covalently binds 

to the two molecules. In the case of proteins, the cross-linker will bind to two distinct 

amino acids that are at a distance within the length of the cross-linker [17].  

A cross-linker is composed of two reactive groups in the extremities and a spacer 

arm in the middle, as shown in Figure 1-3. The reactive groups will bind to the specific 

molecules to be cross-linked, while the spacer arm can consist solely of a hydrocarbon 

chain to stablish the size of the molecule or they can contain other functional groups 

with distinctive objectives, such as working as reporter ions or to enrich samples 

[12,16].  

 
Figure 1-3 – Cross-linker molecule. General structure of a cross-linker, with a reactive group at each 
end and spacer arm between them. Represented here is the cross-linker DSS. Image Source: Adapted 
from [18]. 

Different reactive groups and spacer arms can be used to synthesize a variety of 

cross-linker molecules, each with its own advantages and specific applications. They 

are usually classified according to their reactive groups, that is, by the chemical 

reactivity of the functional groups in the extremities. Some popular cross-linkers for 

protein conjugation include NH-esters, which react with amine lateral groups in amino 

acids, carbodiimides, which react to carboxyl groups in amino acids, and photo reactive 

ones, which activate under UV light and are non-specific, that is, they will bind to any 

lateral chain in amino acids [12]. Other types of cross-linkers according to their reactive 

groups can be seen on Table 1-1.  
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Table 1-1 – Common cross-linkers. Most commonly used cross-linkers used for protein studies 
classified according to their reactive group. Source: Adapted from [19] 

Reactivity class 
Target functional 

group 
Reactive chemical group 

Amine-reactive -NH2 

NHS ester  

Imidoester 

 Pentafluorophenyl ester 

Hydroxymethyl phosphine 

Carboxyl-to-amine reactive -COOH Carbodiimide (e.g., EDC) 

Sulfhydryl-reactive -SH 

Maleimide  

Haloacetyl (Bromo- or Iodo-) 

Pyridyldisulfide  

Thiosulfonate 

Vinylsulfone 

Aldehyde-reactive i.e., 
oxidized sugars (carbonyls) 

-CHO 
Hydrazide 

 Alkoxyamine 

Photo-reactive i.e., 
nonselective, random 

insertion 

random 
Diazirine  

Aryl azide 

Hydroxyl (nonaqueous)- 
reactive 

-OH Isocyanate 

Azide-reactive -N3 Phosphine 

 

Another way to distinguish cross-linkers is by classifying them as either 

homofunctional or heterofunctional. Cross-linkers with the same functional group at 

each end are called homofunctional and will react with amino acids of the same kind, 

while heterofunctional ones have different reactive groups in their extremities and will 

react with different amino acids [12]. 

The spacer arms of cross-linkers will determine the flexibility of the molecule, its 

solubility and the maximum distance permitted between amino acids that can be bound 

by it. Longer spacer arms are more flexible, but not recommended for smaller proteins, 

as the information will not be so specific. Some cross-linkers can be of the zero-length 

kind, that is, they do not possess a spacer arm and act as an intermediate between 

the amino acids, not actually being a part of the final bond. Because of that, they will 

bind only to amino acids that are particularly spatially close to one another (e.g., <~ 5 

Å) [20].    

The composition of the spacer arm can greatly affect the solubility of the sample. 

Cross-linkers with spacer arms made of a hydrocarbon chain are very hydrophobic, 
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and as such require the use of a solvent in the experiment. That makes this kind of 

cross-linkers more suited for intracellular reactions, as they can more easily permeate 

the membrane. For in vitro essays however, a cross-linker with a hydrophilic spacer 

arm can be more advantageous, as no solvent will be needed during sample 

preparation [20,21]. 

One of the most popular cross-linkers, and the one used in this project, is 

disuccinimidyl suberate (DSS), shown in Figure 1-3. DSS is a homobifunctional cross-

linker, with amine reactive groups at each end (NH-ester), reacting mainly with primary 

amines; for proteins that would include the lateral chain of lysine (K or Lys) and the 

protein’s N-terminal. However it has been shown that NH-esters react to a lesser extent 

with the side chain of serine (S or Ser) too [22,23]. This cross-linker has a spacer arm 

composed of a hydrocarbon chain, making it hydrophobic and membrane permeable; 

it has a length of 11.4Å, so it will only bind amino acids within approximately that 

distance [24].     

After the cross-linkers bind to amino acids, the proteins are digested, forming three 

different types of links: interlinks, intralinks (or loop-links) or dead-ends (or mono-links) 

(Figure 1-4). Interlinks are formed when a cross-linker binds amino acids from different 

peptides, that is, they might be sequentially far apart, but are spatially close. In that 

case, the peptide with the longer sequence will be called α (alpha) and the shorter one 

will be β (beta). Intralinks bind two different amino acids within the same peptide while 

dead-ends happen when a cross-linker binds to an amino acid but does not find 

another reactive site within its reach. While dead-ends do not give much information 

on structure, they can shed light on regions of the protein that are available for the 

solvent [16,20,25]. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1-4 – Link types. The three kinds of links that can be formed during a cross-linking experiment. 
First is a interlink, which happens when two different peptides are linked; second is a intralink, which is 
when two amino acids of the same peptide are linked and last is a dead-end, which is when a cross-
linker binds only to one amino acid. Image Source: Adapted from [20]. 

 

The cross-links generated identify spatial restrictions within a protein, so that if 

amino acid A is bound to amino acid B by a link, then they must be within a distance 

that is at most the length of the cross-linker. The links formed can be identified using 

Intralink Dead-End Interlink 
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mass spectrometry, so that information can then be used to infer many things about 

the studied protein, its structure being one of them.    

 

1.2.2 Liquid Chromatography – Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) 
LC-MS is an analytical method used in many different fields; in biology, typically for 

the identification of biochemical molecules in the several types of sample, such as 

proteins, lipids and other metabolic products. The technique works by separating the 

molecules in the sample, ionizing them, and then measuring their mass to charge ratio 

(m/z) [26]. Analyzing the patterns of these measurements, often in relation to 

theoretical data is what enables the identification of the chemical components in the 

sample. In the studies of proteins, LC-MS enables the identification of peptides, thus 

inferring the proteins present in the sample, as well as the determination of post-

translational modifications, interaction partners, 3D structure with the aid of cross-

linkers and the quantification of the species present [12,26,27].  

Briefly, a typical cross-linking protocol will work as thus: the proteins in solution are 

stabilized with a cross-linker, then digested by a restriction enzyme such as trypsin, 

generating countless peptides that will be sent to the LC-MS/MS stage. There the 

peptides will be separated via liquid chromatography (LC), generally using 

hydrophobicity as the means for separation. These molecules will then enter the mass 

spectrometer (MS) continuously. In the MS, the molecules will go from the liquid to gas 

phase while being ionized in the ion source to then be separated in the analyzer 

according to their m/z ratio that will be read and recorded by a detector [28,29].  

Developing new ways to ionize molecules without dissociating them greatly pushed 

the MS technology forward, particularly with the emergence of techniques such as 

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI) [30] and Electrospray Ionization 

(ESI) [31]. MALDI can ionize a solid sample into the gas phase and ESI from liquid to 

gas phase and is, therefore, widely coupled to LC-MS/MS [28]. In ESI, a liquid sample 

is introduced to the system through a steel capillary in the presence of a strong electric 

field. This field at the tip of the capillary ultimately vaporizes the solution into highly 

charged microdroplets, which are, in a typical proteomics case, positive. As the solvent 

evaporates, the microdroplets size decreases leading to an increased electrostatic 

repulsion and ultimately to the Coulomb fission. The peptide-ions inside these 

nanodroplets are eventually “pulled-out” due to the electric field, thus transferring the 

analyte from the liquid to the gas phase (Figure 1-5) [31–33].  
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Figure 1-5 – Electrospray Ionization. Schematic diagram of an ESI ion source, with the molecules 
leaving the capillary and forming nanodroplets which will eventually become ionized molecules in the 
gas phase before entering the mass spectrometer. Image Source: Adapted from [32] 

Once inside the analyser, the molecules will be separated according to their m/z. 

There are many types of analysers, such as quadrupoles, TOF (time-of-flight) and 

orbitraps. Briefly, quadrupoles work by conducting the ions through an electric field 

originated from four parallel rods; this field makes the ions oscillate in different ways, 

with an amplitude directly related to the m/z ratio [34]. The limits of this oscillation can 

be set on the equipment so that only certain ions reach the detector. TOF analysers 

measure the velocity of ions previously accelerated; the velocity will be inversely 

proportional to the square root of the ion’s m/z ratio, so ions with higher m/z ratio have 

the lowest velocity and take more time to reach the detector [28]. Orbitraps focus ions 

in an elliptical trajectory around an electrode with angular frequencies proportional to 

their m/z ratio, allowing them to be recorded by the detector [34].   

The results generated by an LC-MS run are a chromatogram and many mass 

spectra. Chromatograms overlap the signal from all the ionized peptides that eluted 

through time, as seen in Figure 1-6 (A). Selecting a single retention time window 

allows a view of the mass spectral peaks recorded for that given time in a survey scan 

(MS1) (Figure 1-6 (B)). Such peaks, found in the MS1, are not enough to identify a 

peptide, requiring the use of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). The latter allows 

the equipment to select a precursor peak of interest from an MS1 scan, isolate the ions 

with the m/z of interest, subject these ions to a dissociation process and obtain a 

fragment ion mass spectrum (MS2). The process of acquiring an MS1 spectrum, 

followed by one or more MS2 spectra, is often referred to as a duty cycle. In typical 
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proteomic experiments, each MS2 spectrum is used to identify a peptide, and in the 

case of XL-MS, two cross-linked peptides [29,35]. 

 

Figure 1-6 – MS experiment resulting data. Representation of a chromatogram (A) and the MS1 scan 
(B) from the selected retention time as shown in the software Xcalibur (for visualization fo spectra). The 
intesities of the chromatogram are the summed signal acquired in MS1 spectra for each retention time 
(what is called Total Ion Current (TIC)). 

The identification of cross-linked peptides has roots in an approach known as 

Peptide Spectrum Matching (PSM). In this approach, the sequences of the proteins 

being studied are digested in silico, that is, a computer software generates all possible 

peptides and cross-links in the sample and simulates their fragmentation, creating 

theoretical MS2 scans, which will then be compared with the experimental ones. For 

XL-MS, the identifications provide spatial constraints that ultimately facilitate the 

modelling of 3D structures [36,37].       

   

1.2.3 Quantification  
There are two widely adopted approaches to quantify peptides by mass 

spectrometry, the labeled and label free experiments. The former allows multiplexing 

samples and have them be analyzed in the same MS run; the latter requires each 

sample to be analyzed independently. In general, for both cases, the quantitative value 

is relative from one condition to another, and therefore not absolute [38]. 

(A) 

(B) 
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This work relies on the label-free approach called extracted-ion chromatogram 

(XIC), graphically represented in Figure 1-7. 

 

 
Figure 1-7 – XIC curve. Graphical representation of the extracted-ion chromatogram. The plots on the 
top are individual MS1 scans, in which a m/z range has been selected to be analysed. The bottom plot 
represents the individual intensities of the peaks selected above plotted against their chromatographic 
retention time. The XIC will be the area extracted from under this curve. Image Source: Adapted from 
[39] 

In brief, XIC consists of “tracking” a defined m/z throughout the chromatography and 

extracting its elution profile. The MS2 scan allows for peptide identification and thus 

associating an XIC with a polypeptide sequence. A peptide’s precursor m/z can be 

found in various MS1 scans preceding and succeeding its identification (Figure 1-7); 
integrating these intensity-retention points result in quantitative value assigned for that 

identification [39]. 

Generating trustworthy quantitative values entails certifying the data with proper 

quality control (QC) tools. QC also enables assessing the effectiveness of the 

chromatography process (e.g., reducing the probability of coelution of molecules), in 

order to improve the quantification process. 

 

1.3 90kDa Heat Shock Protein (HSP90) 
We used HSP90 as a study model for this work. HSP90 is one of the most abundant 

proteins in a cell, comes from a highly conserved protein family, and is one of many 

molecular chaperones responsible for maintaining proteins correctly folded [40,41]. 

HSP90 is a homodimer consisting of three domains in each monomer: the N-terminal 

domain (NTD), where nucleotides bind to the protein; the middle domain (MD), where 
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some co-chaperones and HSP90’s clients interact with the protein; and the C-terminal 

domain (CTD), involved in the protein’s dimerization (Figure 1-8) [40,42].  

 

 
Figure 1-8 – HSP90 domain structure. Representation of the domains in a HSP90 monomer. The N-
terminal (N) is where the nucleotides bind and is connected to the middle domain (M) by a charged 
sequence; the C-terminal (C) is the dimerization site. Image Source: Adapted from [43] 

Since the HSP90 acts at the last stage of protein folding, most of its “clients” are 

already partially folded, which means that HSP90 must alter its conformation to 

correctly interact with the substrate in question [44] (Figure 1-9). This conformational 

change requires the presence of a nucleotide to activate a dephosphorylation reaction, 

which gives rise to the different biological states used in this project.  

The HSP90 is a flexible protein with a complex conformational cycle, starting with a 

more open conformation when no nucleotide is bound (called Apo state, dimerized by 

the C-terminal domain), and shifting to more closed ones according to the nucleotide 

[45]. When ATP is bound to the protein, it assumes a closed conformation. Being a 

homodimer, HSP90 presents two pockets for the nucleotides to bind, and it has been 

shown that while the enzyme still performs its action with only one pocket nucleotide-

bound, it has a higher level of activity when both pockets have ligands due to a 

cooperation between the monomers [46]. This nucleotide-binding process exposes a 

hydrophobic surface that leads to the dimerization of the N-terminal domain, which in 

turn causes a rapid hydrolysis of the ATP into ADP, due to the intrinsic ATPase activity 

of HSP90, slightly changing the protein conformation. When a nucleotide is released, 

the protein resumes its Apo state [44]. All these conformations have their domains 

resolved by crystallography; however, this hydrolysis chain can lead to the formation 

of HSP90 bound to AMP, which does not have a resolved crystal structure.  

Structurally speaking, the major changes in the HSP90 conformations come from 

alterations in the regions connecting the N-terminal to the middle domain and middle 

to C-terminal domain. The domains themselves remain somewhat conserved, with the 
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local changes coming mostly from the NTD, which contains a flexible region close to a 

“lid” formation in the nucleotide-binding pocket, and some changes in the CTD due to 

the opening and closing of the structures [44,45]. Some experiments have shown that 

the HSP90 protein appears in an equilibrium between open and closed conformations 

within the cell and the presence of ATP shifts that equilibrium towards the closed one 

[44].   

 
Figure 1-9 - HSP90 conformational cycle. HSP90 conformational cycle, going from nucleotide free 
(Apo state - 1), to being bound to ATP (2), the going through an intermediate conformation (3), finally 
hydrolysing ATP into ADP and going to conformation 4. After the ADP is released, the conformation 
returns to the Apo state. Image Source: Adapted from [44]. 

Lately, the HSP90 protein has been the subject of many studies, as it is involved in 

a variety of signalling pathways and can become a target for cancer treatment 

[45,47,48]. In order to develop new inhibitors for it, the structure and dynamics of the 

protein must be better understood. Given its importance in the cell and as a drug target, 

a well-known structure and a complex conformational cycle, the HSP90 makes for an 

exceptional model for this project.   
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2. MOTIVATION 
 

The advent of new generation mass spectrometers typically results in the 

identification of several confident cross-links (distance constraints) that are not 

compatible with the crystal structure counterpart, which suggests the presence of 

multiple conformers in solution. This motivated us to pioneer a technology to deal with 

the quality control and use quantitative cross-linking data to help infer information on 

protein-complex conformational changes. As far as we know, this is the first 

computational method tailored towards this goal.  
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3. OBJECTIVES 
 

Development of an experimental and computational protocol for quality control and 

quantitative interpretation of data originating from multiple conformers stabilized by 

cross-linkers and analysed by high-resolution mass spectrometry. The results should 

shed light on the different conformational configurations of a protein/system. 

 

3.1 Specific Objectives  

• Offer an environment in which to enable quality control and assessment of the 

chromatography and mass spectrometry data obtained; 

• Generate a computational platform capable of performing quantitative analysis of 

XL-MS data; 

• Develop a tool that relies on quantitative XL-MS and unsupervised clustering to help 

give insights on the different conformations of the protein being analysed; 

• Use XL-MS data of HSP90 under 4 biological conditions: in the presence of only 

ATP, only ADP and only AMP, and without any nucleotides bound (Apo form) to 

validate the methodology; 

• Offer graphical interpretation of the results obtained and an environment to easily 

compare different biological states. 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 
 

4.1 Overview 
The general workflow of the methodology developed can be seen in Figure 4-1. The 

project was split with focus in two main tools, one for quality control and assessment 

of mass spectrometry data and one for the analysis of quantitative data for protein 

conformer elucidation, called RawVegetable and QUIN-XL respectively. 

Briefly, an analysis using our pipeline proceeds as follows. First, files generated by 

the mass spectrometry run go through an assessment on the RawVegetable tool, to 

ascertain that the experiment ran smoothly, and enough spectra were obtained to 

enable cross-link identification and extraction of quantitative values. Then the search 

engine SIM-XL [49] is employed to generate identification files for each biological 

condition. Such files include the peptide sequences, the number of the MS2 scan used 

for identification, the XL reaction sites, and a numerical score indicating a confidence 

level for the identification. 

Our software then uses these search results to extract quantitative information from 

the original mass spectrometry data in the form of XIC. In what follows, the software 

will then attempt to cluster molecules with similar quantitative profiles. The quantitative 

profiles identified are then displayed using an user-friendly graphical interface in the 

form of linear plots. 

 

 
Figure 4-1- Methodology workflow. Workflow of the methodology developed, with the MS experiment 
files first going through a QC step with RawVegetable, then having the cross-links identified by SIM-XL 
to finally be quantified and clustered into different possible conformers or regions by QUIN-XL. 
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4.1.1 Software Implementation 
The software was developed using the C# object-oriented programming language, 

which has numerous available libraries and functionalities, including direct integration 

with the Windows Foundation Presentation (WPF) subsystem for the development of 

the graphical user interface. The Integrated Development Environment (IDE) of choice 

is Microsoft Visual Studio 2019 Community Edition and .NET 4.7.2.  

The software shares some of its source code with PatternLab for Proteomics [50], 

a widely adopted software used for analysing shotgun proteomic data; uses the YADA 

algorithm [51] for deconvolution of the spectra; the Accord package for k-means 

clustering; OxyPlot for charts; the XCeed WPF package for some of its graphical user 

interface (GUI) controls; Google’s Protobuf protocol for serialization of the project files 

generated; and the CSMSL library to read .mzML and Agilent files.  

 

4.2 RawVegetable 
Chromatography quality control is a critical step in any biological mass spectrometry 

experiment. Several freely available tools tailored toward shotgun proteomics are 

available, such as RawMeat (Vast Scientific), which is probably the most widely 

adopted, but has been discontinued for some years. In analogy to RawMeat, we 

developed RawVegetable, a tool for general proteomics QC with a focus on XL-MS. 

RawVegetable includes all RawMeat QC features plus deals with other standard 

formats such as *.mzML and presents several key unique features presented below. 

Description on the use and features of the software is also present on ANNEX 1, 

which is the manuscript of the technical note accepted by the Journal of Proteomics 

on the 3rd of June 2020. 

RawVegetable works by loading mass spectrometry data, such as Thermo RAW 

files, *.mzML, *.ms1 or Agilent files as input. After the spectra have been loaded, the 

chromatographic profiles are displayed and all files loaded are listed on the left side, 

where the user can choose which ones to view (Figure 4-2). Once the data have been 

loaded, there are a few analyses the user can make, such as a charged chromatogram, 

a TopN distribution, a search for XL artifacts. Loading PatternLab for proteomics [50] 

*.xic and *.plp or SIM-XL [52] output files enables a reproducibility analysis. All these 

features are better described in the following sections. 
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Figure 4-2 – RawVegetable’s screen after the spectra file have been loaded. On the left side it is 
possible to see the menu where the user can check which files they wish to view on the screen.  

Another analysis the user can make once the spectra files have been loaded is a 

preliminary search for contaminants. This is based on a list of contaminants described 

by Keller et al [53], which lists around 700 common contaminants found in mass 

spectrometry experiments, both with ESI and MALDI ion sources; this list also has a 

description of the contaminants and the peaks for which to look in mass spectra. The 

search RawVegetable performs takes all MS1 spectra in a file and looks for all the 

peaks listed as contaminants for ESI experiments. This can take a few minutes 

depending on the number of MS1 spectra in the file and results in a table of 

contaminants and the percentages of spectra they were found in (Figure 4-3). This 

search can give an idea of possible contaminants and what to look for in a deeper 

analysis.  
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Figure 4-3 – Contaminant search screen. Resulting table from the preliminary contaminant search 
showing possible molecules that had their respective peaks flagged in more than 50% of the MS1 scans. 

Tables with general statistics such as number of MS and MS/MS spectra, duty cycle 

average time and chromatography total time and histograms showing the distribution 

of precursors’ m/z are also available.  

 

4.2.1 Charged Chromatogram 
There is a correlation between peptide charge state following electrospray 

ionization and its number of amino acids; thus, cross-linked peptides will mostly 

present higher charge states than the linear peptides found in traditional proteomic 

experiments [7]. Moreover, cross-linked peptides are typically less abundant than 

linear ones, making optimization imperative. As such, chromatographic optimizations 

with existing tools are severely limited in the face of XL-MS experiments as their 

viewers cannot independently account for highly charged peptide ions. 

This charge state chromatogram module is tailored towards optimizing 

chromatography for highly charged ion species by independently plotting the 

chromatographic profile for each charge state. 

In order to do this, all MS1 spectra from each file loaded are deconvoluted using 

the YADA algorithm [51]. Deconvolution algorithms consist of simplifying a spectrum 

by merging all isotopic and charge envelopes of a molecule into a single peak.  

Isotopic envelopes occur because organic molecules are composed mainly by 

carbon, which is present in nature with a mass of 13Da instead of 12Da 1% of times. 
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Since cross-linked peptides can contain many carbons, the chance of some of them 

being 13C is quite high. This ends up creating various peaks of the same molecule with 

the mass difference of a neutron between them, as shown in Figure 4-4. The fact that 

this mass difference is known is what allows isotopic envelopes to be used for the 

determination of the charge of the species represented there, using the following 

equation: 

𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 =
𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 2 − 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 1
 

 

Here, Peak 1 and Peak 2 are the m/z values of two consecutive peaks in an isotopic 

envelope (Figure 4-4) and the neutron mass is around 1Da. 

 
Figure 4-4 – Isotopic envelope. Representation of a isotopic envelope of a molecule with a lot of 
carbon atoms. Using equation (1), we discover that the charge of this molecule is 1+, so its mass ranges 
from 700Da to 712Da, depending on the number of 13C it has. In this case, most molecules have six 
13C, as the most intense peak is the with is the one that has a difference of around 6Da from the first 
peak. 

This algorithm results in a list of all envelopes found in each spectrum, which 

contains their respective charge and the summed intensities of all peaks in the 

envelope. With this information, it is possible to choose a single charge and build a 

chromatogram using the intensities of all envelopes with the selected charge, as shown 

in Figure 4-5. This new chromatogram can give insights into when most cross-linked 

peptides are eluting, as they usually appear with charges 3+ and 4+. The 

chromatography gradient can thus be altered to prioritize such regions, enrich 

populations of desired charge states, which could help in the acquisition of more MS2 

spectra from cross-linked species in lieu of conventional, linear peptides. 
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In the GUI, the user can then choose which charge chromatogram to view on the 

left side of the screen, by checking the boxes of each file, as in Figure 4-5. It is also 

possible to normalize the chromatograms on the screen in order to see them all as 

relative intensities and merge charged chromatograms to see them as one, as in 

Figure 4-5. 

 

 
Figure 4-5 - RawVegetable's screen after the deconvolution algorithm has run. Represented in 
black is the full chromatogram of the file selected in the menu on the left; in purple is the chromatogram 
considering only species with charge 3+. On the top menu it is possible to select charges to merge, as 
well as normalize the intensities of the chromatograms. 

If the search for cross-links has already been performed, it is possible to identify 

the regions where most of them appeared by loading the SIM-XL output file into 

RawVegetable. This will result in all identifications being represented in the 

chromatograms as small circles at the retention time where the scan was extracted. 

The user can filter the identification by link type and by the scores calculated by SIM-

XL (Figure 4-6).  
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Figure 4-6 – RawVegetable’s screen after a SIM-XL output file has been loaded. Here the full 
chromatogram is represented in black and the charge 4+ is in purple. The purple dots indicate when a 
cross-link identified with charge 4+ eluted. It is possible to change the score and link type filtering in the 
top menu. 

 

4.2.2 TopN Distribution 
This module shows the density estimation of MS2 scans per duty cycle along the 

chromatography. This allows pin-pointing retention time intervals that could lead to 

over- or under-sampling, so the necessary gradient adjustments can be done. 

In order to do this, the algorithm applies Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) using a 

gaussian distribution as the kernel function. Essentially what the algorithm will do is 

assign a gaussian for each duty cycle, which will then be multiplied by the number of 

MS2 scans in that cycle. This will result in several gaussians overlapping, which will 

then be summed, generating a density estimation plot, as in Figure 4-7. This way, 

every gaussian influences all nearby points in the resulting plot, even if minimally. 

Given a dataset composed of the retention time of all MS1 scans, that is, the initial 

retention time of all duty cycles, as the values of x in a plot, the KDE function used to 

find their respective y value to generate the density estimation plot is the following 

[54,55]: 

𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥) =  
1

𝑛ℎ
∑ 𝐾 (

𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖

ℎ
)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (2) 
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Where n is the number of duty cycles (which is the same as the number of MS1 

scans); h is a smoothing factor called bandwidth; 𝐾 (𝑥−𝑥𝑖
ℎ

) is the kernel function, where 

x is the retention time of the current point in the KDE being calculated and xi is the x 

values of the rest of the dataset, that is, the retention time of other duty cycles. The 

kernel function with x-xi as parameter represents the influence of all gaussians in the 

determination of that specific point being calculated, as it returns the intensities of 

overlapping regions (Figure 4-7) to be summed, as represented by the summation (∑) 

which goes from the first retention time (i = 1) to the last (i = n).  

 

Figure 4-7 – Kernel Density Estimation. Graphical representation of how the Kernel Density 
Estimation works. For each duty cycle (DC1, DC2 and DC3) a standard normal distribution is built and 
then multiplied by its respective number of MS2 scans, generating all these different gaussian with 
overlapping regions, which will then be summed to create a density estimation plot, such as the 
represented in orange.   

 

The bandwidth (h) is a smoothing factor which greatly influences the resulting plot 

and should be as small as possible without causing the plot to be oversmoothed. It can 

be a tricky parameter to calculate, but for a gaussian kernel the following equation can 

be used [56]: 

ℎ = (
4𝜎5

3𝑛
)

1
5
 

Where σ is the standard deviation of the distribution, which is user-defined, but has 

a default value of 1; n is the total number of duty cycles.  

The kernel function (K(x)) used is a normal (gaussian) distribution with a mean 

value of 0, which is defined by the following general form [57]: 

𝐾(𝑥) =
1

√2𝜋𝜎2
𝑒− 𝑥2
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Where x is (𝑥−𝑥𝑖
ℎ

) as defined by the KDE equation and σ2 is the variance, which is 

the square of the standard deviation, and has the same value as in the h formula.  

The KDE function can then be represented by the following equation: 

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑦 =
1

𝑛ℎ
∑

1
√2𝜋𝜎2

𝑒− 
(𝑥−𝑥𝑖

ℎ )
2

2𝜎2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Applying this function for all duty cycle retention times results in a plot such as the 

one shown in Figure 4-8. This plot permits optimizing the chromatography gradient so 

that the TopN (MS2 scans in a duty cycle) distribution is as wide and homogeneous as 

possible through time. This optimization can also help shortening the extremities of the 

chromatography run, thus shortening the time of the experiment. 

 
Figure 4-8 – TopN Distribution screen. RawVegetable's screen after the TopN distribution has been 
calculated, with the user being able to choose the standard deviation to be used during the calculation. 
In this case the maximum number of scans in a duty cycle was six spectra and that the equipment did 
not maintain efficiency throughout the run. 

It is also possible to calculate a KDE using only MS2 scans with precursors of a 

specific charge (Figure 4-9), to have a better notion of where heavily charged species 

elute more frequently, similar to the charged chromatograms.  

 

(5) 
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Figure 4-9 – TopN distribution with specific charge state selection. It is possible to view the TopN 
distribution of species with a single selected charge, as shown by the green curve, which represents the 
distribution for charge 3+ precursors; in black is the total TopN distribution.    

For experiments where the TopN number has not been set and instead only the 

time for the duty cycle has been specified in the equipment, it is interesting to look at 

the performance of the run by viewing the TopN distribution as a frequency plot (Figure 
4-10 (A)). Zooming in regions of interest shows exactly how many scans were obtained 

in specific duty cycles (Figure 4-10 (B)). It is also possible to compare the density 

estimation with the frequency plot by checking both on the menu on the left side of the 

screen.  
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Figure 4-10 – TopN frequency plot. (A) Frequency plot of the MS2 scans during the experiment. (B) 
Zooming in shows that this plot computes absolute values for the number of scans instead of a 
distribution as was the case before. 

 

4.2.3 XL-Artifact 
Recently, Giese et al. [58] described the presence of some high scoring 

identifications wrongly taken for interlink peptides owing to the non-covalent 

dimerization of a linear peptide and an intralinked one during the ionization step of the 

mass spectrometry, when the molecules are going to the gas phase. Based on this, 

we added a feature which flags possible species such as these, which we called XL-

Artifacts.  

RawVegetable uses a SIM-XL output file to identify whether an artifact is at hand 

by verifying if XICs of all possible separate species (linear α-peptide and intralinked β-

(A) 

(B) 
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peptide and the inverse) are found during the same retention time range with charges 

2+ and 3+. A score is then assigned to the possibly wrong inter-linked XL. This score 

is calculated as follows: if a linear α-peptide and an intralinked β-peptide or an 

intralinked α-peptide and a linear β-peptide of any charges have their XICs extracted 

successfully, one point plus a bonus based on the relative intensities of the XICs are 

summed to the score. If all four species have valid XICs, then an extra bonus is given. 

Based on this scoring system, cross-links with scores higher than 1 should already be 

looked at more closely, however tests made with proteins of known crystallographic 

structure showed that species with scores higher than 2.5 are the ones more prone to 

be artifacts.  

The result of this algorithm is a table with all interlinked peptides found, with their 

respective XL-Artifact score and SIM-XL scores listed. The user can also view these 

possible artifacts represented in the charged chromatograms as red dots, as shown in 

Figure 4-11.  

 

 
Figure 4-11 – Charged chromatograms with artefact. A charge 3+ (in green) and charge 4+ (in blue) 
chromatograms. The green and blue dots indicate where cross-linked species were identified with 
charges 3+ and 4+, respectively; the red dots indicate possible XL-artifacts that should be closely 
analysed. 

  

4.2.4 Reproducibility Analysis 
This module performs all pairwise comparisons of XICs between identifications of 

different runs, which allows a general view of the chromatographic reproducibility for 

all runs and therefore to quickly locate problematic MS run.  

In order to perform this analysis, RawVegetable needs the PatternLab’s *.xic or *.plp 

result, or the SIM-XL output files as input. The software will then group all common 
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peptides between the files and proceed to compare their XICs (which should already 

have been calculated and stored in the input files). This comparison between common 

peptides is made for each pairwise combination of files, with the XICs of one file 

representing the x values and the XICs of the other file, the y values. With these values 

in hand, it is possible to calculate a similarity score between the files; the user can 

choose the following metrics to use for the score: r2, k or k2.  

The r2 metric is the coefficient of determination and calculates how well a set of 

points fits a linear regression; in this case, a line represented by the equation y = x. 

The general formula for r2 is the following [59]:  

𝑟2 = 1 −
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)2

𝑖

∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2
𝑖

 

Where yi the actual value of y being used; ŷi is the predicted value of yi, following 

the equation y = x and ӯ is the mean of the y values. In this case, the closer the r2 is to 

1, the more similar are files being compared.  

The k metric is the Euclidean distance between the XIC values of each file. The XIC 

values of the first file will be represented by the vector x, where x = (x1, x2, …, xn) and 

the second file by y¸ where y = (y1, y2, …, yn). First the values are normalized to be 

within a range of 0 to 1 and then the Euclidean distance can be calculated using the 

following equation [60]: 

𝑘 =  √(𝑥1 − 𝑦1)2 + (𝑥2 − 𝑦2)2 + ⋯ + (𝑥𝑛 − 𝑦𝑛)2 

Using this metric gives an information which is the inverse of r2; the closer the k 

value is to 0, the more similar are the files.  

Another metric that can be used is the square of the k value (k2), which is calculated 

the same way, but accentuates the similarities between files. 

The calculation of these scores produces a heatmap comparing files using the 

chosen metric. The plots generated using the different score systems are shown in 

Figure 4-12.  

It is also possible compare two specific files by marking them on the left side of the 

screen. This will result in a dot plot of all common peptides between the files according 

to their XIC values, along with a trend line and the score value, as in Figure 4-13. 

This analysis allows to easily pinpoint problematic experiments and determine 

whether a replicate should be used during the research or not.  

(6) 

(7) 
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Figure 4-12 – Reproducibility heatmaps. The heatmaps generated using k (A), k2 (B) and r2 (C) as 
score metrics. It is possible to see that while the colour system changes, the information given is the 
same, the technical replicates (in groups of three in the order shown) are very similar, while some of the 
biological replicates are quite different.  

 
Figure 4-13 – Dot plot from reproducibility analysis. Dot plot comparing the XIC of common peptides 
of two different files, with the score shown in the left as the metric k, and a trendline for the equation y 
= x.  

  

(C) 
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4.3 QUIN-XL 
 

Having in mind the objective of more easily identifying regions of great structural 

change between proteins present in different conditions, we developed the software 

QUIN-XL, which applies a quantitative approach in order to acquire this information.  

QUIN-XL can use data from previously identified cross-links separated by biological 

conditions to quantify them using XIC. These quantified cross-links will be clustered 

according to their quantitative profile, which will give insights of regions of variations or 

similarities between the conformers present in different states. These results can be 

easily browsed through, with a graphical interpretation provided, along with some 

options of exporting files so the user can continue the analysis in other computational 

tools. 

 

4.3.1 Dataset processing 
QUIN-XL makes use of cross-link identification files and raw MS files as input. The 

raw MS files come directly from the equipment used, while the identification file must 

be previously generated using SIM-XL [49]. In summary, SIM-XL works by creating 

theoretical spectra for possible cross-links from a given protein database and 

comparing them to experimental spectra, then assigning a score for the possible 

identifications. The software’s output is shown on Figure 4-14.  

After all the files from each biological condition are generated, they are loaded on 

the QUIN-XL software. There, the user will be able to label each file according to the 

biological condition based on how they should be separated for that particular 

experiment (Figure 4-15).  

After all the files have been loaded, it is possible to set a range of the 

chromatography to be used for the normalization of the quantitative values (Figure 
4-16).  The normalization factor used is the Total Ion Current and consists of summing 

the intensities of all chromatographic peaks during the run. The ability to set a range is 

important as, usually, there are no peptides eluting in the first minutes of the 

chromatography, and the last minutes are reserved for washing the column. In those 

intervals, there are very few MS2 spectra being acquired and therefore, little to no 

identifications. To identify an optimal range, the user can check the TopN distribution 

on the RawVegetable software (explained in section 4.2.2). This option enables 

identifying the frequency of MS2 acquisition throughout the chromatography and define 

an interval for the TIC range.  
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Figure 4-14 - SIM-XL result interface. Each blue row represents a spectrum, with all possible cross-
links listed below. It is also possible to see the score of each identification, as well as the number of 
peaks that matched between theoretical and experimental spectrum. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-15 – File selection. The file selection interface allows the user to specify the SIM-XL files 
originating from different biological conditions and to assign a condition ID to each file. Note that multiple 
files can have the same ID. 
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Figure 4-16 – Chromatographic range selection. Graphical interface showing the chromatographic 
profile of the run. Here, the user can set the range of intensities to be used for XIC normalization. 

 

4.3.2 Quantification by XIC 
Quantification values are calculated from the original mass spectrometry data as 

XICs, detailed in section 1.2.3. The values can be displayed with or without 

normalization achieved by dividing the XIC value by the TIC determined as 

aforementioned. 

Due to inaccuracies in ion intensity measurements and under-sampling, not all XIC 

curves are reliable. Trustworthy XICs usually have the approximate shape of a 

Gaussian curve, such as the ones in Figure 4-17. It is also possible to filter out curves 

with fewer than a certain number of points (e.g., 7), which might flag it as not 

representative enough of the sample. Either way, these unacceptable curves are not 

considered, and no quantitative value is assigned from them.  
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Figure 4-17 – XIC Viewer. Window showing all the XICs obtained for the selected cross-link at a given 
biological condition. The squares in the plot represent which MS2 scan was mapped to the identification 
of that XL. 

Due to the time it takes to fill certain mass analyzers, a peak being tracked to extract 

XIC may sometimes vanish in a MS1 scan but shows up in the next one with a high 

ion current. This is a measurement error from the equipment that would lead, 

effectively, to an XIC curve being cut in two, as can be seen in Figure 4-18 (A). To 

solve this, when a peak of interest disappears, the software looks at the next MS1 scan 

and if the peak shows up again, then the problematic MS1 is skipped. The software 

allows for only one such event to happen in an XIC curve, resulting in a curve shown 

in Figure 4-18 (B). 
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Figure 4-18 – XIC Correction. (A) XIC without tolerance, showing two different curves being formed (in 
orange and in green); (B) XIC with tolerance, now the problematic scan is skipped and a single curve 
(in pink) can be integrated. 

Measurement inaccuracies and fluctuations from the equipment can generate 

spikes in XIC curves. As such, some users prefer to work with smoothed data (Figure 
4-17). To achieve this we implemented an adapted Savitzky-Golay filter, first described 

in 1964 [61], then simplified by algebraic equations in 1978 [62]; briefly, this filter 

consists of trying to fit successive subsets of m points (from the total points n in XIC 

curve) to a polynomial to originate a new set of smoothed points, using the following 

equation: 

𝑦𝑗 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑦𝑗+𝑖

𝑚−1
2

𝑖= 1−𝑚
2

 

Where yj is the new smoothed point being calculated; j is the number of the point 

from the total n XIC points; m is the subset number of points being used to fit a 

(A) 

(B) 

(8) 
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polynomial (this has to be an odd number to count the current point in the center and 

a symmetrical window around it); i is the current point within the subset; yj+i is the 

original value for y in the point with index j + i and Ci is a convolution coefficient for the 

current point within the subset. This coefficient value can be taken from stablished 

tables or calculated according to the polynomial degree in the function used to fit the 

subset of points, using the equations described by Madden [62].  

For example, applying the filter to the curve from Figure 4-18 (B) would result in 

Figure 4-19, which has many of its spikes removed, possibly increasing precision while 

not distorting the original data. 

 
Figure 4-19 – XIC smoothing. XIC curve smoothed using our implementation of the Savitzky-Golay 
filter. 

 

After all these filters are applied on the XIC curves, either the one with the best area 

to number of points ratio is chosen to represent the quantitative value of that 

identification, or an average of all the curves extracted can be calculated.  

When all the data is finished processing, the software lists all identified cross-links 

and their corresponding quantitative (XIC) values, for each biological condition, in a 

dynamic report. The software allows the user to single out cross-links exclusive to a 

condition based on their quantitative value, and filter cross-links by intralinks (cross-

links in the same peptide), interlinks (between two different peptides), scores, cross-

linker used or simply search for a given sequence. It is also possible to show the XIC 

value of a residue pair, that is, group multiple peptides according to the position of the 

cross-link relative to the protein. Since a single residue pair can be identified in different 
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peptide links (usually with a few amino acids more or a modification in the same 

peptide), it is interesting to look at the residue pair, instead of the whole sequence. 

  The GUI showing all these results and filters can be seen on Figure 4-20. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-20 – QUIN’s main interface. (A) QUIN-XL main window: column 1 contains the peptide’s 
sequence from the identified cross-links; column 2 shows the link type as either intralink or interlink; 
columns 3 to 6 are the total XIC values for each of the assigned biological states, four in this case (a 
value of zero means that the cross-link was not identified in that specific condition; -1 means that the 
cross-link exists but the software could not determine a quantitative value, probably because there were 
fewer than three points in the XIC curve);  column 7 lists the cross-linkers used in the experiment. It is 
also possible to see the filters that can be applied to the data on the top of the window. (B) Same screen 
but showing the cross-linked peptides grouped by the position of the amino acids where the cross-link 
appeared. 

 

Double clicking on the sequence of a cross-link entry opens a window displaying 

complementary information such as from which proteins the peptides map to, all the 

(A) 

(B) 
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scans that were identified with that cross-link, along with all the XIC values that 

contributed for the total XIC displayed on the Main Window (Figure 4-21). 

 
Figure 4-21 – Detailed peptide’s information screen. Window showing a deeper comparison between 
biological states for a single selected cross-link. On this interface, it is possible to see all the XICs that 
contributed for the total XIC displayed. In the case of interaction between two different protein, it is also 
possible to see from which protein each peptide came from. 

Double clicking on the XIC value for a given cross-link on the Main Window will open 

a window showing all the quantification curves obtained for that XL in the selected 

biological condition (Figure 4-17). Usually there are quite a few XICs for a single XL, 

which can come from different charge states of the same molecule or from an isotope.  

 

4.3.3 XIC Clustering 
In what follows, the software will then attempt to cluster molecules with similar 

quantitative profiles. To achieve this, the software first encodes each cross-link 

quantitative profile as an input vector; each argument of the vector corresponds to the 

XIC area for a given cross-link for a given condition. The input vectors are normalized 

by calculating the Euclidean norm of the vector and then dividing all the arguments by 

the norm, so that the new norm is 1, as shown below (where XL1 is the vector for a 

single cross-link):  

 

𝑋𝐿1 = [𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1, 𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2, 𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛3] 

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1 =  √𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1
2 + 𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2

2 +  𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛3
2 

𝑋𝐿1𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 = [
𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1
,
𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1
,
𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛3

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1
] 

 

Now, if a new norm of the resulting vector is calculated, the result will be 1, as shown 

below: 

 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1 = √(
𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1
)

2

+ (
𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1
)

2

+ ( 
𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛3

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1
)

2

 

𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1 =  √𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1
2 + 𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2

2 +  𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛3
2

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿12  

𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1 =  
√𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1

2 + 𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2
2 +  𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛3

2

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1
 

𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1 =  
√𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1

2 + 𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2
2 +  𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛3

2

√𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1
2 + 𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2

2 +  𝑋𝐼𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛3
2
 

𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑋𝐿1 = 1 

This is done for all cross-link vectors; if the vector is not normalized, the clustering 

will happen according to XIC intensities, while what we want is a clustering by 

quantitative patterns. 

The clustering algorithm chosen to group cross-link identifications with similar 

quantitative profile is the k-means algorithm [63]. In brief, this method works by plotting 

the vectors in a space of n-dimensions, where each dimension is a biological condition. 

For a given number of clusters (k), k random points are set in the n-dimensional space 

to be the centroids of the clusters, as shown in Figure 4-22. Each data-point is 

assigned to a cluster, according to its closest centroid using an Euclidean distance 

metric (Equation (7)). A new set of centroids is then calculated as the average of all 

points in the new clusters. This process of adjusting centroid positions is repeated until 

the centroids stabilize in a position.  

 
Figure 4-22 – XL Clustering. Representation of a set of cross-links (XLs) from three biological states 
(so a three-dimensional space) being clustered into two groups (in blue and red), so k = 2. Centroids 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
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are shown as black crosses. As different conformers should have different quantitative profiles, each 
cluster should represent a different conformer or region of the protein being studied. 

The input for traditional k-means implementations requires a specific number of 

clusters, which is not always obvious at the outset of a problem. Therefore, we 

implemented a Silhouette-scoring based approach for inferring an optimal number of 

clusters [64]. Here, the k-means algorithm is executed several times, at increasing 

number of clusters. A total score is attributed for each of these runs; defined as the 

sum of individual Silhouette scores for each cluster member. The individual scores are 

equal to the average of the Euclidean distances to all vectors within its own cluster and 

in the nearest cluster. The equation used for calculating the Silhouette score is the 

following: 

 

𝑆 = ∑
𝑏𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖

max {𝑎𝑖, 𝑏𝑖}

𝑛

𝑖=0

 

 

Where S is the score; n is the total number of cross-links identified and being 

clustered; i is the index of the current XL point being analysed; a is the average of the 

Euclidean distance of the point of XLi to all XLs in the same cluster; b is the average 

of the Euclidean distance of the point of XLi to all XLs in the nearest cluster; max{ai, bi} 

means that the highest number between a and b will be used as divisor. 

 The optimal number of clusters will be the one leading to the highest total score 

(e.g. run A had the number of clusters set as 5 and a total score of 100 and run B had 

the number of clusters set as 7 and a total score of 80; the best run will be A and the 

optimal number of clusters is 5). The graphical result of the Silhouette method can be 

seen on Figure 4-23. 

(17) 
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Figure 4-23 – Silhouette Plot. Graphical result of the best run determined by the Silhouette method. 
Here, each row represents the silhouette score of a single cross-link, grouped in different colours 
according to assigned cluster. If the score is close to 1, the XL is in the correct cluster; if it is close to 0, 
the XL is probably in a grey-zone between two clusters; and if it is close to -1, then the XL is probably 
in the incorrect cluster and should be revaluated or manually reassigned. 

After the number of clusters has been set and the cross-links have been assigned 

to a cluster, they will be shown on the screen in the form of linear plots, where each 

plot is a cluster and each line is a cross-link, with the y-axis being the normalized XIC 

area according to each biological condition represented on the x-axis (Figure 4-24).  

 

 
Figure 4-24 – QUIN’s clustering result screen. Screenshot of the resulting screen showing all 
quantitative profile clusters generated on the left side, where each line in a plot is a different cross-link 
identified; and a 2D representation of the protein and its XL on the right side. The menu “Cross-links” 
on the left side (collapsed) contains a table with all XLs; clicking on one of them highlights the 
corresponding curve on one of the cluster plots. 
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The k-means clustering algorithm is not deterministic, meaning different runs can 

lead to slightly different results, and even different optimal number of clusters (k). 

Furthermore, automatically obtained clusters might prove to be too populated to 

provide easy to understand insights on the structure. With this in mind, we implemented 

functionalities for selecting a single cluster, and have the algorithm recluster only that 

specific set of cross-links (Figure 4-25). The user can then reject or accept the new 

clusters, in which case they will show alongside the previous ones on the main window.  

Finally, the user can also manually change a cross-link from one cluster to another 

by simply changing its label on the table that lists them all.  

 

 
Figure 4-25 – Reclustering example. Example showing the two new clusters generated from 
reclustering Cluster 2 (in blue). Those can be accepted, rejected or reclustered with different number of 
clusters. 

 

4.3.4 Protein Mapping  
Once the quantitative-profile clusters are generated, it is possible to map individual 

cross-links within a cluster to the protein and have a better view of their position. This 

can be done by double clicking on one of the cluster plots, which shows a linear 

representation of the protein, called a 2D-Map (Figure 4-24). This map is the same 

one seen on the SIM-XL software. Here the protein is shown as a bar, and all the cross-

links for the selected cluster as red arches (Figure 4-26). This visualization strategy 
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makes it easier for the user to spot differences between proteins structures, by 

assessing which regions are more enriched with cross-links and choose which cross-

links to select for a possible structural modelling.  

 

 
Figure 4-26 – Protein’s 2D-Map. A 2D-Map of the HSP90 protein (represented as the light green bar) 
with all the cross-links identified for selected cluster (each cross-link represented as a red arch). The 
numbers under the bar are amino acids positions. 

Aside from looking at the linear representation of the protein, the user can compare 

the XLs in each cluster with a protein structure by exporting a file in the format that the 

software Topolink [65] reads. Topolink measures the topological distances between 

possible cross-link sites in protein structure models (crystallographic or computational), 

which must be in the .pdb format (from the Protein Data Bank). These distances are 

then compared with the maximum distance for the cross-linker molecule to validate the 

cross-links found. It is also possible to eventually use the information from the clusters 

to improve computational models for protein structures [66]. 

Cross-links in each cluster can be exported as PyMOL scripts (.pml file), which will 

show the XLs as Euclidean distances when it is run on a protein structure (.pdb file), 

as in Figure 4-27. This enables seamlessly verifying a cross-link cluster in the 3D 

structure, and thus where most of the XLs are coming from, and therefore providing 

insights on variable structural regions between conformers.  
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Figure 4-27 – Protein’s 3D model. Representation of a protein model of the NTD of HSP90 in PyMOL, 
shown in cyan. In yellow are the cross-links represented as Euclidean distances (value in Angstroms 
shown in red). 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION 
 

For the experimental validation of the developed methodology, the molecular 

chaperone HSP90 was chosen as the target. HSP90 was chosen because it has a 

known conformational cycle, with a defined crystal structure in most of these 

conditions, except in the presence of AMP, thus becoming a valuable target for the 

experimental validation. The target sample was separated in four biological conditions: 

with ATP; with ADP; with AMP and without any nucleotides.  

In what follows we will describe the data acquisition, chromatography QC, and finally 

the quantitative-profile based conformer analysis performed by QUIN-XL, and the 

insights the software was able to provide on the biochemical characteristics of the 

HSP90 protein in accordance to its available structures. 

 

5.1 Data acquisition 
All the experimental procedure for protein purification, cross-linker reaction, and 

mass spectrometry data acquisition was performed by the Dalton Mass Spectrometry 

Laboratory at UNICAMP, which is led by Dr. Fabio Gozzo. 

The HSP90 protein used for the experiments was the human one and was analysed 

in a purified solution, with the nucleotides being added separately afterwards for the 

formation of complexes. The nucleotides were ADP, AMP and ATP-γ-S (referenced in 

the text as ATP), which is a more stable analogue of ATP and will not hydrolyse 

immediately. The cross-linker used was DSS in a molar excess of 100 times relative 

to the protein concentration. The cross-linked proteins were digested using trypsin. 

Mass spectrometry data for HSP90 was generated in the following conditions: a) 

ATP-bound, b) ADP-bound, c) AMP-bound, and d) nucleotide-free (Apo); all using an 

Orbitrap Fusion Lumos Mass Spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientific). The equipment 

was set to acquire up to eight MS2 spectra per duty cycle. For each condition, two 

technical replicates were produced in the mass spectrometer, creating a total of eight 

spectra files to be used in the identification. The data from each condition was analysed 

separately using the SIM-XL software with to the following parameters:  

• Cross-linker: DSS; 

• Precursor ppm (MS1): 10; 

• Fragment ppm (MS2): 20; 

• Modifications: Carbamidomethylation of Cystein. 
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5.2 Chromatography analysis with RawVegetable 
The eight RAW files generated were analysed with RawVegetable in order to check 

the quality of the experiment. Information for each run can be seen on Table 5-1.  

 
Table 5-1 - General information on the MS run for the HSP90 experiment. This table shows the four 
biological conditions (Apo, ADP-bound, AMP-bound and ATP-bound) and their respective MS1 and MS2 
total spectrum count, average time for a duty cycle and the full time of the chromatography. 

Condition 
MS1 

Spectra 
MS2 

Spectra 

Duty Cycle 
Average Time 

(min) 

Chromatography Full 
Time (min) 

Apo_1 4735 12958 0.0084 39.9800 

Apo_2 4722 12583 0.0084 39.9887 

ADP_1 4312 11915 0.0092 39.9906 

ADP_2 4096 9481 0.0097 39.9981 

AMP_1 4692 12261 0.0085 39.9994 

AMP_2 4761 12478 0.0084 39.9984 

ATP_1 4742 6028 0.0084 39.9974 

ATP_2 4731 12579 0.0084 39.9953 

 

Most of the experiments had similar characteristics to each other, as well as 

chromatographic runs with similar profiles (Figure 5-1).  

 
Figure 5-1 – Chromatographies from HSP90 experiment. Graph showing four overlapping 
chromatographies of the different conditions for the HSP90 experiment. Overall, the chromatographies 
are very similar to each other, which is to be expected, as the changes in the protein are not so drastic. 
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While most of the chromatographic runs had a nice profile, one of the replicates 

from the ADP experiment (ADP_2) and one from the ATP experiment (ATP_1) 

presented differences from other technical replicates and from what was expected 

given that the experiments are not so different between themselves. This shows an 

issue in data-generation leading to a lower number of MS2 spectra in comparison to 

the other runs, which can be confirmed by looking at their TopN density estimation 

(Figure 5-2). 

 
Figure 5-2 – TopN distributions from HSP90 experiment. The TopN distribution plot for all the HSP90 
files; in orange is one technical replicate from ADP; in blue is one replicate from the ATP condition; and 
in black are all the other files. It is possible to see that while most of the runs show a similar distribution, 
the two highlighted replicates vary a lot. 

The TopN distribution shows that the ADP_2 replicate starts off with a very similar 

profile, but then for half of the chromatography the density of MS2 events is much 

lower. The ATP_1 replicate seems to follow the same profile as most of the others but 

with much lower density throughout. While these two replicates are somewhat 

problematic when compared to the others, they can still be used for the identification 

of cross-links, especially since they have another replicate to back the experiment, but 

they might provide much less information than otherwise, as can be seen on Figure 
5-3 (A), which is the charges 3+ and 4+ chromatogram for ATP_1. When compared 

with the same charged chromatograms for ATP_2 (Figure 5-3 (B)), there were fewer 

identifications for ATP_1. Mostly this means that identifications coming from ATP_2 

without confirmation from ATP_1 should be taken in carefully, as there is no way to 

guarantee if it was a misidentification or the XL did not show on ATP_1 because of the 

problems in the chromatography.   
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Figure 5-3 – Charged chromatograms for ATP sample. (A) Normalized chromatograms for charges 
3+ (blue) and 4+ (orange) of the ATP_1 file, with the dots representing identifications events. (B) The 
normalized chromatograms for charges 3+ (green) and 4+ (purple) of the ATP_2 file. It is possible to 
see that the density of identifications is much lower in the ATP_1 file (A) when compared to ATP_2 (B).  

The other files show a profile and XL identification density similar to ATP_2 (Figure 
5-3 (B)). We can see that most of the identified XLs elute in the second half of the 

chromatography, from 20 minutes onwards. This indicates that, should this experiment 

be repeated, that region would be a prime target for gradient optimization to increase 

the number of informative MS2 scans.   

The XL-Artifact algorithm was employed to check for the presence of non-

covalently bound peptides that might lead to misidentifications. Of all eight files, the 

(A) 

(B) 
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only ones that showed a possible artifact with a score higher than 2.5 were ADP_1 and 

Apo_1. ADP_1 showed only one possible artifact, which was the cross-link between 

Lys-431 and Lys-499. Apo_1 showed another two, which are the same XL (between 

Lys-74 and Lys-185) with two different charges (5+ and 6+), as shown in Figure 5-4.  

 
Figure 5-4 – Charged chromatograms for Apo sample. Normalized chromatograms for charges 5+ 
(green) and 6+ (blue) of the Apo_1 file. Highlighted as red dots are the two possible artifacts found, 
which are for the same XL but with different charges. 

Overall, the chromatography runs presented the expected characteristics, as far as 

number of spectra, identifications, and reproducibility, with only the XLs from the ATP 

experiments requiring some attention post-analysis.  

 

5.3 HSP90 clustering and validation 
After the cross-links were identified using SIM-XL, they were loaded into QUIN-XL. 

The biological conditions were set in the same way as previously described (ADP-, 

AMP- and ATP-bound and Apo state), and each XL was quantified using the XIC 

approach. After the quantification, the XLs were filtered to have a minimum primary 

score of 3.0, secondary score of 2.0, show only inter and intralinks, a minimum of 7 

points in the XIC curve and were grouped according to the cross-link site, not by the 

peptide, which resulted in a total of 107 cross-links to be clustered. 

The clustering algorithm automatically performed tests for optimal number of 

clusters (k) from 2 to 15 and, with the Silhouette scoring system, concluded that the 

optimum value of k was five (Figure 5-5). Looking at the silhouette plot for the five 

clusters (Figure 5-6), we see that all XLs have positive scores, which means that most 

are within the right cluster and only a few in grey zones between clusters. 
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Figure 5-5 – Silhouette scores for various clustering runs. Result of the tests made by the clustering 
algorithm with different number of clusters (k) and their respective Silhouette scores. For the HSP90 
experiment, in this particular run of the algorithm, the highest score was for k = 5. 

 

 
Figure 5-6 – Resulting Silhouette plot. Silhouette plot generated for the five clusters found by QUIN-
XL. Here, each horizontal bar represents a XL within a cluster (which is colour coded), with its respective 
score. XLs with scores closer to 1 are in the right cluster; closer to 0 means they are in a grey zone 
between clusters and negative scores indicate that the XL probably does not belong to that cluster. No 
XL had a negative score in this run, indicating that all are assigned to the correct cluster, or in a grey 
zone. 

The five clusters generated were the following (Figure 5-7): 
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Figure 5-7 - The five clusters generated by QUIN-XL. Cluster 1 contains mostly XLs predominant in 
the AMP condition, Cluster 2 in the Apo condition, Cluster 3 in the ATP condition, with Cluster 4 showing 
XLs shared by all other conditions with a similar quantitative pattern. Cluster 5 has most of its XLs in the 
ADP condition. 

 

We can see that four of the clusters (1, 2, 3, and 5) had cross-links mostly exclusive 

or more abundant in one condition, while Cluster 4 showed XLs shared by the four 

conditions and following a similar pattern. Some attempts of reclustering groups 1, 2, 

3, and 5 usually ended up with a worse score or with clusters with only one or two XLs, 

so to avoid cases of overfitting they were analysed as they are shown here. Cluster 4 

however, which was heavily populated by a variety of different quantitative-profiles, 

proved more informative when split into two new clusters, which are shown in Figure 
5-8. One of the new clusters, Cluster 6, includes XLs with a similar pattern of being of 

low abundance in the ADP condition and increasing in the others, with the highest 

abundance being in the Apo state. 
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Figure 5-8 - Groups generated from reclustering former Cluster 4 into Clusters 6 and 7. We can 
see now that Cluster 6 shows a more similar pattern between the XLs, while Cluster 7 shows XLs coming 
from conditions AMP and Apo. 

This way, with the XLs successfully quantified and clustered, it is easier to look at 

specific cross-links for further analysis, without having to manually separate them. The 

XLs in each cluster can be informative on the conformer they represent, such as the 

regions that differ the most amongst them by looking at the enriched XLs in each 

condition. Since there are four clusters with XLs mostly exclusive to a condition, we 

can assume that there are at least four different conformers in the samples, with the 

two remaining clusters representing structurally conserved regions in the protein. It is 

worth noting again that HSP90 is being used to validate the software, so we can 

assume what conformer is supposed to be most abundant in each condition, but that 

might not always be the case in other experiments.  
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In the next sections we will analyse each cluster separately to address structural 

variations, while also confronting it with crystallographic information. For that, models 

of the whole structure of HSP90 were created for the conditions Apo (no ligand, open 

structure), ATP-bound (closed conformation) and ADP-bound (closed conformation). 

No model for the AMP-bound condition was made as there are no crystallographic 

structures to serve as source. 

The models were created using the I-TASSER server [67], which gets the PDB 

structure with the best sequence alignment and builds the new structure using that as 

the basis. This approach was chosen because, while there are crystallographic 

structures for HSP90 in databases, they are always of the separate domains, so in 

order to make the analysis easier, a model of the whole structure was preferred.   

 

5.3.1 Apo state 
The HSP90 Apo conformer presents an open structure and no ligand bound to it. 

We expect it to be represented by Cluster 2, as this is where the XLs most abundant 

to that condition appeared. With the exception of Cluster 6, which is derived from 

several shared XLs amongst the conditions, Cluster 2 is the most populated one, which 

was expected as, having a more open structure, the amino acids in the Apo conformer 

are more available to the solvent, facilitating the creation of cross-links.  

By looking at the 2D-Map of Cluster 2 (Figure 5-9), it is possible to see that most 

XLs come from the middle-domain, with a few starting at N-terminal domain, which is 

expected as, since there is no ligand, the nucleotide binding pocket is likely to be more 

exposed. There are very few cross-links from the C-terminal domain, which might be 

explained by it being the site of dimerization, leaving little room for links to be formed. 

 
Figure 5-9 – 2D-Map from Cluster 2. 2D-Map of the links (represented by red arches) found in Cluster 
2 for the HSP90 protein. The middle domain goes from position 272 to 629. 

The 2D-Map of Cluster 7 (Figure 5-10), which contains links shared by the 

conditions Apo and AMP, shows a similar distribution of cross-links, again indicating 

that the N-terminal domain is probably exposed in these conformations. 
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Figure 5-10 - 2D-Map with the cross-links identified in Cluster 7. 

Comparing the information given by the clusters with the 3D model of the Apo 

conformation (Figure 5-11), it is possible to see that some XLs appear between amino 

acids structurally far apart, suggesting that the Apo state is very fluid, having more than 

one possible conformation, which was also shown in a paper by Chavez at al [68], 

where they found a more compact Apo conformation, with the N-terminal domain 

folding towards the middle domain. These cross-links could be used to generate new 

models for the Apo state of the HSP90 protein. 

 

  

 
Figure 5-11 - 3D representation of the Apo state model. In grey and cyan, the two monomers of the 
HSP90, and in yellow the cross-links enriched in this conformation. 

  

5.3.2 AMP-bound condition 
The AMP-bound state does not have a crystallographic structure described in the 

literature; therefore, we cannot validate the cluster with that approach. It is possible 

however, to derive several hints regarding its structure based on the clusters generated 

by QUIN-XL.  
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Cluster 1 is the one where the XLs are exclusive or more abundant in the AMP 

condition, so it is the one we will analyse here. The clusters in the 2D-Map (Figure 
5-12) indicate that most of the cross-links come from the N-terminal domain, 

suggesting that the AMP-bound conformer has a more exposed nucleotide binding 

pocket.  

 
Figure 5-12 - 2D-Map representation of the XLs grouped in Cluster 1. 

Given that Cluster 7 shares XLs with the AMP and Apo conditions, and these two 

states have mostly the same quantitative pattern in Cluster 6, it is reasonable to 

hypothesize that these two conditions have similar conformers, which is indicative that 

the nucleotide AMP does not bind very effectively or for very long to the HSP90 protein, 

shifting it to a more open conformation. 

 

5.3.3 ADP-bound condition 
The HSP90 ADP-bound conformer shows a closed conformation after the hydrolysis 

of the nucleotide ATP and, because of that, will probably have fewer amino acids 

available to the solvent, resulting in a lower number of XLs identified. That is exactly 

what happened with Cluster 5, which is the one with XLs exclusive or most abundant 

in the ADP-bound condition. 

A look at the 2D-Map of XLs from Cluster 5 (Figure 5-13) shows that this condition 

has mostly intralinks in the middle to C-terminal domains, confirming the difficulty for 

the cross-linker to reach all the sites, and showing that some changes occur in that 

region in order to approximate the two monomers. 

 
Figure 5-13 – 2D-Map from Cluster 5. The 2D-Map of XLs from Cluster 5, showing mostly intralinks in 
the middle-domain of HSP90. 

Looking at the 3D model for the ADP model (Figure 5-14), it is possible to see that 

there are indeed some changes in the C-terminal domain when compared to the Apo 

(open) conformation (Figure 5-11).  
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Figure 5-14 - 3D model for the ADP closed conformation. In green and cyan are the two monomers 
of the HSP90, while the structure in magenta highlights the C-terminal domain of the green chain; in 
yellow are XLs identified. 

 

5.3.4 ATP-bound condition 
The ATP-bound HSP90 conformer presents a closed conformation, due to the 

dimerization of the N-terminal domain after the nucleotide is bound. In that case, very 

few links in the N-terminal domain would be expected, as it should not be very exposed. 

This is confirmed when looking at the 2D-Map of Cluster 3 (Figure 5-15), which shows 

XLs exclusive or most abundant in condition ATP. 

 
Figure 5-15 – 2D-Map from Cluster 3. 2D-Map of XLs from Cluster 3, which had mostly exclusive XLs 
from the ATP condition. 

The 2D-Map for Cluster 3 shows that no XL exclusive from the ATP condition was 

formed in the N-terminal region, as anticipated. It also shows that most differences 

come from the C-terminal domain, which, just as in the ADP conformation, suffers 

some changes in order to close the monomers. The 3D model in Figure 5-16 

compared with the other two models corroborates this.  
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Figure 5-16 - 3D model of the ATP closed structure. In magenta and green are the two monomers, 
while in yellow are the XLs enriched in this conformation. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 
 

Here we presented RawVegetable and QUIN-XL, our contributions toward quality 

control of mass spectrometry experiments and quantitative clustering of cross-linking 

mass spectrometry data, respectively.  

We demonstrated the effectiveness of RawVegetable by assessing the quality of an 

XL-MS experiment. We developed a strategy for contiguous analysis of 

chromatography patterns with the distribution of spectra in the run, along with other 

informative features for interpreting the data. This made possible to plan for new 

experiments and identified problematic runs. We highlight the less populated HSP90 

ATP_1 replicate (Section 5.2), and the XL-MS gradient optimizations suggested by the 

far higher density of XL identifications at chromatography retention times 20 to 35 

minutes. Both insights were made possible using RawVegetable. 

QUIN-XL was able to apply label-free quantification strategies, such as XIC, both 

for sake of quantifying XL events, as well as for obtaining quantitative profiles for XL 

throughout different experiments. The software is also able to cluster the XLs identified 

and list groups of enriched species at different biological conditions, as per the 

experimental plan. These clusters, with the aid of QUIN-XL’s graphical interpretation, 

can be used to provide information of which regions of the protein show more 

modifications in different biological states and conformations. QUIN-XL also has full 

exports for working alongside important tools in the field of structural protein analysis, 

such as PyMOL and Topolink.  

With this methodology we were able to draw conclusions about the HSP90 

experiment and have some understanding of the various conformations of the protein. 

One of the most interesting results was regarding the conformation for the HSP90 

bound to the nucleotide AMP, which does not have a resolved crystallographic 

structure. QUIN-XL enabled hypothesizing that this state may have an open 

conformation very similar to that of the Apo state, which probably means that AMP 

does not bind well to the HSP90. Another interesting insight was about the flexibility of 

the Apo state, confirming information from the literature that other conformations exist 

for that condition aside from the ones already in crystallographic form.  

To our knowledge, QUIN-XL is the first tool to apply a quantitative XL-MS 

methodology specifically to characterize protein conformers. We plan to keep working 

with XL-MS data with the objective of eventually creating a single environment for the 

analysis of cross-linked peptides, from identification, quantification, interaction 
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mapping, and structural analysis. QUIN-XL and RawVegetable will be important parts 

of this environment along with other solutions developed by our group. 
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A B S T R A C T

We present RawVegetable, a software for mass spectrometry data assessment and quality control tailored toward shotgun proteomics and cross-linking experiments.
RawVegetable provides four main modules with distinct features: (A) The charge state chromatogram that independently displays the ion current for each charge
state; useful for optimizing the chromatography for highly charged ions and with lower XIC values such as those typically found in cross-linking experiments. (B) The
XL-Artefact determination, which flags possible noncovalently associated peptides. (C) The TopN density estimation, for detecting retention time intervals of under or
over-sampling, and (D) The chromatography reproducibility module, which provides pairwise comparisons between multiple experiments. RawVegetable, a tutorial,
and the example data are freely available for academic use at: http://patternlabforproteomics.org/rawvegetable.
Significance: Chromatography optimization is a critical step for any shotgun proteomic or cross-linking mass spectrometry experiment. Here, we present a nifty
solution with several key features, such as displaying individual charge state chromatograms, highlighting chromatographic regions of under- or over-sampling and
checking for reproducibility.

1. Main text

Chromatography quality control (QC) is a critical step in any bio-
logical mass spectrometry experiment [1]. Several freely available tools
tailored toward shotgun proteomics are available, such as: iMonDB [2],
QCloud [3], rawDiag [4], and RawMeat (Vast Scientific); the latter
being probably the most widely adopted. In analogy to RawMeat, we
present RawVegetable, a nifty tool for general proteomics data assess-
ment with a focus on cross-linking mass spectrometry (XLMS). Raw-
Vegetable includes all RawMeat QC features, handles other standard
formats such as mzML, and presents several additional features pre-
sented below. We now highlight four of RawVegetable's features; a
complete description of all the features is available in the project's
website.

• Charge state chromatogram: XLMS emerged as a breakthrough for
enabling large-scale protein-protein interaction studies [5] and
structural proteomics [6]. In brief, XLMS comprises of the applica-
tion of cross-linking reagents that covalently link to specific amino
acids to ultimately provide distance constraints that aid in structural
or protein-protein interaction experiments. Cross-linked peptides
will mostly present higher charge states than the linear peptides

found in traditional proteomic experiments, due to the existence of a
second tryptic peptide in the molecule [7]. Moreover, cross-linked
peptides are typically less abundant than linear ones, making opti-
mization imperative. As such, chromatographic optimizations with
existing tools are severely limited in the face of XLMS experiments
as their viewers cannot independently account for highly charged
peptide ions.

This charge state chromatogram module is tailored toward im-
proving chromatography for highly charged ion species by in-
dependently plotting the chromatographic profile for each charge state
(Fig. 1A). To achieve this, spectra are deconvoluted using the Y.A.D.A.
algorithm [8]. RawVegetable can also read the SIM-XL [6] output file
and plot where the cross-linked peptides have been identified.

• XL-Artefact determination: Recently, Giese et al. [9] described the
presence of peptides associated noncovalently in XLMS experiments,
leading to false inter-link identifications. RawVegetable flags these
XL-Artefacts (Fig. 1A) from SIM-XL's results by looking for extracted
ion chromatogram (XIC) curves of each peptide identified in the
inter-link at the same retention time. A score is then calculated and
assigned based on the identification of these XIC curves and their
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Fig. 1. (A) The charge 3+ (in green) and charge 4+
(in blue) chromatograms. The green and blue dots
indicate where cross-linked species were identified
with charges 3+ and 4+, respectively; the red dots
indicate possible XL-artefacts that should be closely
analyzed. (B) The number of MS/MS per duty cycle
(TopN) versus time density estimation for the same
chromatogram. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. (A) A comparison of XICs between two runs. The blue dots represent peptides found in both files; the axes are the logarithmic values for their XIC in each file.
The k value is an adapted Euclidean distance metric, providing a measurement of how different the peptide XICs are for both runs. (B) The heatmap shows the k value
for a comparison between all the files generated for the experiment. Regions with a blue colour and value closer to zero usually are comparisons between technical
replicates, while regions between different conditions are expected to be red, as they differ the most. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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intensities.

• TopN density estimation: Our TopN distribution module was in-
spired by RawMeat's histogram of TopN spacing. However, this
module provides an improved view for the density estimation of
MS/MS scans per duty cycle along all the chromatographic retention
time (Fig. 1B). This allows pin-pointing retention time intervals that
could lead to over- or under-sampling, so the necessary gradient
adjustments can be done. More information on how the density
estimation is calculated can be found in the project website.

• Chromatography reproducibility: This module performs all pair-
wise comparisons of XICs of common peptides between identifica-
tions of different runs. To achieve this, PatternLab's [10] *.xic result,
or the SIM-XL output files [6] serve as input to generate the dot plot
(pairwise comparison) and heatmap (comparison among all runs)
(Fig. 2). This module allows a bird's-eye view of the chromato-
graphic reproducibility for all runs and facilitates quickly spotting
problematic MS run.

Tables with general statistics such as number of MS and MS/MS
spectra, a preliminary contaminant search, a histogram on fragmenta-
tion efficiency and a histogram of precursor's mass distribution are also
available.

Data availability

http://proteomics.fiocruz.br/rawvegetable/data
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